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Implementation details

We start from a standard ResNet-18 [3], pretrained on ImageNet1k [1], which we
use as feature extractor fθ by removing the original final classification layer. Our
relational module rγ has the same structure of the transformer in ViT [2]: we
use 4 multi-head self-attention encoder blocks, a number that allows to trade-off
performance and time complexity (the number of blocks highly influences the
total number of learnable parameters of the network). The features extracted
by the backbone are passed through an FC projection layer before entering
the transformer. The transformer input sequence is obtained concatenating the
learnable label token and the representations of a pair of samples [z l , z i , z j ].
The output token v l is then selected and passed through a final FC layer which
represents the regression head cδ .
The transformer procedure is summarized in the following equations:
  \bz ^0 &= [ \bz _\text {l}; \, \bz _i; \, \bz _j] \label {eq:embedding} \\ \tilde {\bz }^b &= \text {MSA}(\text {LN}(\bz ^{b-1})) + \bz ^{b-1}, && b=1\ldots B \label {eq:msa_apply} \\ \bz ^b &= \text {MLP}(\text {LN}(\tilde {\bz }^{b})) + \tilde {\bz }^{b}, && b=1\ldots B \label {eq:mlp_apply} \\ \bv _{l} &= \text {LN}(\bz ^B_{l}) \label {eq:final_rep}~.\vspace {-3mm}

(4)
We train our network on ImageNet1k in an end-to-end manner using the MSE
loss (Eq. 1 in the main paper) applied to the output of the regression head.
Our training procedure uses 13k iterations with a batch size of 4096, where each
element of the batch is an image pair. The learning rate uses a linear warmup
for 500 iterations and then is fixed to 0.008. We use LARS optimizer [4] with
momentum 0.9 and weight decay 5 · 10−5 . We build image pairs by selecting each
image of the dataset as anchor and associating it with a randomly chosen sample
with the same label to create positive pairs and samples of different labels to
create negative pairs. All experimental results are averaged over three runs.
We summarize in Algorithm 1 and 2 the training and evaluation procedure of
ReSeND.
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Algorithm 1 ReSeND train procedure
Require: S, T , fθ : RH×W ×C → Rd , rγ , cδ
procedure create pairs(S)
pairs = []
for each (xs , y s ) in {S} do
pairs.append((rand same class(y s ), xs , 1))
pairs.append((rand diff class(y s ), xs , 0))
return pairs
procedure main()
for epoch in range(n epochs) do
pairs = create pairs(S)
shuffle(pairs)
for iter in range(iters epoch) do
pairs batch = next batch(pairs)
x1 , x2 , labels = pairs batch
z 1 = fθ (x1 )
z 2 = fθ (x2 )
f eats pairs = (z 1 , z 2 )
predictions = cδ (rγ (f eats pairs))
MSE loss = L(predictions, labels)
Update θ, γ, δ ← ∇MSE loss

Algorithm 2 ReSeND eval procedure
Require: S, T , fθ : RH×W ×C → Rd , rγ , cδ
procedure compute prototypes(S)
prototypes = zeros((|Ys |, ))
counters = zeros(|Ys |)
for each (xs , y s ) in {S} do
z s = fθ (xs )
prototypes[y s ]+ = z s
counters[y s ]+ = 1
for i in range(|Ys |) do
prototypes[i]/ = counters[i]
return prototypes
procedure main()
normality scores = []
prototypes = compute prototypes(S)
for each xt in {T } do
z t = fθ (xt )
pairs = (prototypes, z t .repeat())
predictions = cδ (rγ (pairs))
score = max(sof tmax(predictions))
normality scores.append(score)

\triangleright  Eq. 1 (main)
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Further Analysis

Number of image pairs. Our learning objective is based on the use of image
pairs randomly created at training time by coupling samples from the training
dataset. Even if the total number of image pairs that could be formed from
ImageNet1k dataset is very high (∼ 820 × 109 ), in Fig. 1 we show that ReSeND
converges after having seen a relatively small portion of them.
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Fig. 1. Performance trend increasing the number of image pairs.
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